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 Château Bernon Bécot
− Puisseguin Saint-Émilion
 Château Harmonie
− Saint-Émilion
 Château des Annereaux
− Lalande-de-Pomerol
 Château Haut-Faures
− Ladaux in the Gironde
 Château Les Rosiers
− Soussac

VINS DE BORDEAUX
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Bordeaux | MAP

Ch. Annereaux

Ch. Bernon Bécot

Ch. Harmonie

Ch. Haut-Faures

Ch. Les Rosiers
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CHÂTEAU BERNON BÉCOT
 Michel Becot acquired Château Beau-Séjour Bécot in 1969. 

Dominique Bécot, his son, inherited his know-how acquired over 
the many vintages.

 Caroline and Pierre Bécot bought and renamed the property 
Bernon Bécot in 2015 in Puisseguin Saint-Émilion, an 
appellation little recognized yet very qualitative.

 For this 4th generation of winegrowers, Bernon Bécot is an 
expression of the passion for wine that has been passed on to 
them by their grandfather and father, Michel and Dominique. 

Pierre Bécot, Thierry 
Marzin (39-year Bécot
vineyard veteran) and 

Caroline Bécot.

https://chateaubernon-becot.com/

https://chateaubernon-becot.com/


CHÂTEAU BERNON BÉCOT | VINEYARDS

 Château Bernon Becot is now over 22 acres located on the highest 
clay-limestone plateau of the Puisseguin Saint-Émilion
appellation.

 With excellent exposure, the limestone dominance induces the 
true typicity of Saint-Émilion.

 The grape varieties with a majority of Merlot (95%) and Cabernet 
Sauvignon (5%) and the homogeneity of the terroir provide 
structure to the wine.
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CHÂTEAU BERNON BÉCOT 2016
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• Appellation:  Puisseguin-Saint-Émilion

• Varietal/s:  95% Merlot, 5% Cabernet Franc

• Soil:  Clay / Limestone

• Vine Age:  35 Years (avg)

• Alc:  14%

Château Bernon Bécot is the result of a plot selection
with a low yield and an oak barrel aging. Our wines are
worked with respect and love of the terroir.
“The 2016 Bernon Bécot has an attractive wild
strawberry, red cherry and pressed rose petal bouquet
that conveys more energy than its peers. The palate is
medium-bodied with sappy red berry fruit, fine
structure, a keen line of acidity and a classic, tobacco-
tinged finish. Excellent.”
Drinking Window: 2021-2032
Neal Martin, Vinous | January 2019

Target Price:
$29.99-$31.50
DI  & DOMESTIC
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CHÂTEAU HARMONIE | VINEYARD

 Château Harmonie can be found to the north of Saint-Émilion.

 The soils are made up of sandy green clay, covered by sandy 
colluvium. The deep, compact clay layers contribute to very 
significant quality potential in the wines.

 The vines cover a total area of 9.39 acres in a single plot.

 The grape varieties grown are predominantly Merlot with some 
Cabernet Franc.

 The new winery buildings provide perfect conditions for 
vinification and aging.

https://chateau-sansonnet.com/en/chateau-harmonie/

https://chateau-sansonnet.com/en/chateau-harmonie/
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CHÂTEAU HARMONIE 2018

“A dense and powerful red with dark berries, black 
cherries and hints of spices. Shows harmony and 
balance. Medium body.”
James Suckling – April 11, 2019

• Appellation:  Saint-Émilion Grand Cru

• Varietal/s:  80% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc

• Soil:  Sandy Green Clays

• Vinification:  70% stainless steel vats and 30% wine 
barrels for 16 months.

• Alc:  13%

Target Price:
$35.99-$37.99
DI  & DOMESTIC



CHÂTEAU DES ANNEREAUX
 The estate dates back to the 14th century with the Annereau

family being one of the oldest in the Lalande de Pomerol region.

 For over 6 centuries, the descendants of the same family have run 
the property.

 The vineyard is located west of the Lalande de Pomerol 
appellation and is on the middle terrace of the Isle Valley.

 Soil consists of deposits of Quaternary origin (Riss formation) 
composed of sand, gravel and large pebbles.

 Produced organic wine since 2007.
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http://www.annereaux.com/


CHÂTEAU DES ANNEREAUX
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CHÂTEAU DES ANNEREAUX 2019
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“Juicy, with a real sense of energy running through the
blackberry and blueberry fruits. Softly-expressed tannins
that give form without constraint, a really excellent early
to medium term drinker. Touch of grilled coffee bean on
the finish...” – Jane Anson, May. 28, 2020

Drinking Window: 2023 - 2034

• Appellation:  Lalande de Pomerol

• Varietal/s:  91% Merlot, 9% Cabernet Franc

• Soil:  Sandy-Gravel Plateau

• Aging:  12m / 25% New

• Alc:  14%

Organic
Target Price:

$42.00
DI  ONLY
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VINOBLES FLAUJAC | CHÂTEAU HAUT-FAURES

https://www.vignoblesflaujac.com/

 In the 1890s Auguste Flaujac married Noémi Delluc and started 
cultivating vines on a small mixed-farming property.

 In 1965, the great grandson, Jean Paul expanded the property, 
and in 1971 his brother Jean Michel accompanied by his wife 
Marie Claude, took the vineyard to the next level.

 1985 GAEC de Freybernat is established by Jean Paul, Jean 
Michel and their father, Gaston.

 Today Jean Michel’s sons, Christophe and David, manage 
Vignobles FLAUJAC and the family cultivate over 244 acres of 
vineyards located in the heart of the Entre-Deux-Mers region in 
and around the village of Ladaux in the Gironde.

 Obtained their Organic Agriculture Certification in 2004, the 
HVE (High Environmental Value) certification in 2015 and 
converted the vineyards to full organic farming in 2020.

https://www.vignoblesflaujac.com/
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VINOBLES FLAUJAC | CHÂTEAU HAUT-FAURES
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CHÂTEAU HAUT-FAURES 2019
• Appellation:  Bordeaux

• Varietal/s:  60% Merlot, 30% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
10% Cabernet Franc

• Soil:  Limestone / Clay

• Aging:  In Vats on Lees

• Alc:  14%
Beautiful, intense color red with purplish reflections.
Aromas of red fruits and on the palate are notes of
blackberry, licorice and cedar. The wine shows good
balance between structure and fruit, light yet lingering
finish.
AWARDS
2017 vintage, gold medal in Lyon in 2018
2017 vintage, gold medal in Paris in 2018
2018 vintage, gold medal in Lyon in 2019
2019 vintage, gold medal in Lyon in 2020 Target Price:

$11.50
DI  ONLY
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VINOBLES JOLIVET | CHÂTEAU LES ROSIERS

 Many generations of the Jolivet family have looked after their  
66-acre family estate, and today it is owned and managed by 
Catherine and Jean-Marc Jolivet.

 The vineyards are located in the small village of Soussac on the 
slopes of the Butte de Launay, the highest point in Entre-Deux-
Mers.

 The estate building is in the purest 19th-century regional style 
and over the years has been modernized and extended.

 In 1999, the family joined together with neighboring winegrowers 
to build a waste-water treatment plant and contribute to 
protecting the natural environment.

http://www.vignoblesjolivet.com/
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CHÂTEAU LES ROSIERS 2020

• Appellation:  Bordeaux

• Varietal/s:  85% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Sauvignon, 

• Soil:  Limestone / Clay

• Alc:  13.5%

After its lovely crimson-ruby color with raspberry tints,
this red Bordeaux wine reveals a nice, powerful bouquet
of red fruit scents with hints of flowers, spices and mild
mint. On the palate, it is fleshy, rounded and fruity with
fine, mature tannins and a lovely fresh finish.

Target Price:
$11.99

DI  ONLY



Vins de Bordeaux
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